
CFE Products
JK Sound Bar Acoustic Upgrade Kit

Model #JK - SBAP
JK Sound Bar/2007 & up

Kit Includes
2 - Custom Acoustic Pads

2 - Custom Sound Bar 
      Speaker Gaskets

• Corrects Back Wave Distortion for Purer Sound

• Acoustic Pad Incorporates Micro-Cellular Technology

• Peel and Stick Application with Guaranteed Adhesion

Rear wave and standing wave distortion occurs when speaker sound 
waves exit the back of the speaker and reflect off the plastic surface of 
the sound bar. The sound waves that reflect back towards the speaker 
then mix with the waves that are moving forward from the speaker.   
This creates distortion, and interferes with the clear, natural sound that 
you hear.  The acoustic pads correct this problem.

NOTE: Pictures show the sound bar removed from the Jeep for photographic purposes only. 
Installation can be done without removing the sound bar from the Jeep. 
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1. Using a #15 torx wrench, remove the 3 screws from the grill.

IMPORTANT: Pay particular attention to the 3 grill tabs. One of the tab holes is 
centered on the tab. This tab, along with the long tab on the speaker face the 
center of the Jeep as shown in Picture #3. This will ensure that all holes align 
properly.

2. Disconnect the electrical connector and remove the  old speaker.
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4. Install foam gasket tape around the edge of the speaker opening as shown in 
Picture #2. Even though the speaker already has a gasket on the back, a second 
gasket on the sound bar itself will help ensure a tight seal. 

3. Install acoustic padding in the sound bar. Make sure not to cover the 
speaker cable and plug. Speaker cable can be taped to the side while you 
are installing padding as shown in Picture #1. The padding has a peel off 
sticky back. Peel back one corner as you maneuver padding into the sound 
bar. Continue to peel paper as you push the padding onto the back of the 
sound bar bar as shown in Picture #1. Padding should look like Picture #2 
when installed. 
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5. Reinstall the grill with the correct tab facing the center of the Jeep as shown in 
Picture #3.

6. Reinstall the 3 #15 torx screws.

Questions or Comments call Bob @ 610-358-1886
CFE Products

1485 Wilmington Pike West Chester, PA 19382


